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Rev. January 21, 2020
Mr. Warren Hall, PE, PLS
Town of Middletown- Town Engineer
350 East Main Road
Middletown, RI 02842
Re:

Turner Road Safety Evaluation
Middletown, Rhode Island
Pare Project No. 19151.00

Dear Mr. Hall:
Pare Corporation (Pare) has completed a preliminary investigation for the potential implementation of traffic and
safety improvements for the Turner Road corridor between Green End Avenue and East Main Road (Route 138) in
Middletown, Rhode Island. Pare has been retained by the Town to perform a safety study to evaluate and propose
possible traffic calming measures to create a conducive environment for multimodal forms of transportation. As part
of this study, Pare has met with the Town to identify traffic related concerns within the study area and discuss the
advantages and disadvantages associated with the application of typical traffic calming devices. This study
investigates several potential improvements and determines both the type and feasibility of each device that may be
considered. As part of our analysis, a vehicular speed study, crash data analysis, and the observation and research of
existing traffic operations were performed. Using the information obtained and Pare’s experience with the
implementation of traffic calming devices, recommendations have been developed that best satisfy the desired traffic
patterns for this location.
Existing Conditions
A field review of the study area was conducted to obtain geometric measurements and other field observations. This
information was recorded at significant locations in the study area. The information obtained was used in the analysis
of the study area and is described below.
Turner Road
Turner Road is a Town owned roadway that runs north and south from East Main Road (Route 138) to Green End
Avenue. Based on the Rhode Island Department of Transportation Functional Classification Map, the roadway is
classified as a local roadway. The study area is approximately 1.25 miles in length, with
five (5) intersecting streets. The roadway typically demonstrates a relatively flat profile
throughout the corridor, with very minimal horizontal curvature. Land use along Turner
Road is primarily residential and agricultural, with small commercial properties towards
the intersection of East Main Road. The primary access for use by faculty and parents
for J.H. Gaudet Middle School is located on Turner Road. A secondary access for buses
and additional faculty parking is located on Aquidneck Avenue (Route 138A).
Turner Road is a two-lane, two-way, bituminous roadway, with a varying roadway width
of approximately 19 to 25 feet. Lanes vary between 9 and 11 feet wide in each direction,
with isolated sections of shoulders and bituminous sidewalk. Where present, sidewalks
are approximately 3 to 5 feet wide, transitioning between sidewalks with grass buffers
to sidewalk and bituminous berm directly adjacent to the roadway. One crosswalk is
present at the J.H. Gaudet Middle School driveway with no accessible ramps present at
the crossing terminals. Street parking is not permitted along the
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roadway, and signs are posted for “No Parking-Either Side”. The speed limit along Turner Road is posted at 25
miles per hour in each direction. In the vicintiy of the school entrance, flashing beacons are present in both directions,
regulating a 20 mile per hour speed limit when flashing.
The following is a description of the significant intersecting streets along the corridor.
Turner Road and East Main Road (Route 138)
The intersection of Turner Road and East
Main Road (Route 138) forms a threelegged, unsignalized intersection, with
East Main Road operating freely, and
Turner Road stop controlled. East Main
Road is a two-way, four-lane, principal
arterial roadway, that forms the east and
west legs of the intersection and Turner
Road forms the south leg. East Main Road
consists of two approximately 9-foot wide
travel lanes with a 1-foot shoulder in each
direction. In this area, Turner Road
consists of one 10-foot wide travel lane
with a 1-foot shoulder in each direction. At
the intersection, Turner Road widens to a
total roadway width of approximately 50feet, due to the large intersection radii and
Photo 2: Intersection of East Main Road (Route 138) and Turner Road
the angle of the intersection. The stop bar
on Turner Road is approximately 30 feet
from the gutter line of East Main Road, requiring drivers stopped on Turner to look over their shoulder to see
oncoming northbound traffic. A speed limit of 35 miles per hour is posted on East Main Road in the vicinity of the
intersection, however it appears that vehicles are traveling at a much higher rate of speed along the corridor. A speed
study was not conducted on East Main Road. No sidewalks are present along East Main Road or Turner Road in this
area. A bus stop for the Rhode Island Public Transit Authority (RIPTA) Route 60 is located on East Main Road to
the west of the intersection. To the south of this intersection, National Grid has a maintenance facility at 12 Turner
Road that produces a large volume of truck traffic according to public comments.
This intersection was assessed as part of the Rhode Island Department of Transportation’s (RIDOT) Strategically
Targeted Affordable Roadway Solutions (STARS) program. The proposed improvements as part of the STARS
program have been included as a supplement to this report for reference.
Turner Road between East Main Road and Wyatt Road had recently been repaved and was currently not restriped.
Lane measurements were conducted based on available aerial imagery, with the assumption the existing geometry
would be maintained.
Turner Road and Wyatt Road
The intersection of Wyatt Road and Turner Road is a four-legged, stop controlled intersection, with Turner Road
forming the north and south legs, and Wyatt Road forming the east and west legs. Wyatt Road is comprised primarily
of residential use with scattered agricultural properties, commercial property, school fields, places of religion, the
Middletown Fire Department and a cemetary. Wyatt Road is a two-way, major collector connecting Mitchell’s Lane
to East Main Road. Wyatt Road consists of a 10.5-foot travel lane and 1-foot shoulder in each direction. A bituminous
sidewalk is present on the south side of Wyatt Road from Turner Road to East Main Road.
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At the intersection, Turner Road consists of a 10foot travel lane and a 1.5-foot shoulder in each
direction. A setback sidewalk is present on the
west side of Turner Road along the southern leg
of the intersection, with no crosswalks or
accessible ramps present at the intersection.
Wyatt Road has a posted speed limit of 25 miles
per hour in each direction. To the south of this
intersection Turner Road has a speed limit of 20
miles per hour within the school zone at J.H.
Gaudet Middle School and has a posted speed
limit of 25 miles per hour to the north.
The Middletown Fire Department is located at
Photo 3: Intersection of Wyatt Street and Turner Road
239 Wyatt Road, approximately 650 feet east of
the intersection of Turner Road and Wyatt Road.
Emergency vehicles commonly travel through this intersection to connect to East Main Road.
Turner Road and J.H. Gaudet Middle School Driveway
The J.H. Gaudet Middle School driveway forms
an atypical intersection with Turner Road, with a
circular grass island separating the entrance only
and exit only lanes. The egress from the school is
striped with designated right and left turn lanes
and operates as stop controlled. Within the
vicinity of the school, Turner Road consists of
one 10-foot travel lane and 2-foot shoulder in
each direction, and traffic operates freely.
Sidewalk is present along the east side of the
roadway to the south of the school driveway, and
transitions with a crosswalk to the west side of the
roadway to the north of the driveway. Warning
signs are located at the crosswalk, but no
accessible ramps are present at the crossing.
Advanced signage is present along Turner Road
Photo 4: Intersection of the J.H. Gaudet Middle School Driveway and
identifying the presence of the school zone,
Turner Road
including flashing beacons regulating a 20 mile
per hour speed limit when flashing.
Turner Road and Ward Avenue
The intersection of Turner Road and Ward Avenue forms a three-legged, unsignalized intersection with Turner Road
operating freely and Ward Avenue being stop controlled. Ward Avenue is a two-way local roadway, comprised of
abutting residential properties and forms the west leg of the intersection. Turner Road forms the north and south legs.
Ward Avenue is unstriped with a total roadway width of approximatly 22-feet, and no sidewalks present. At the
intersection, Turner Road consisits of one 10-foot travel lane and 1-foot shoulder in each direction, with a 4-foot
wide bituminous sidewalk along the east side of the roadway. No crosswalks are present at the intersection. A speed
limit of 25 miles per hour is posted on Turner Road in the vicinity of the intersection and no speed limit is posted on
Ward Avenue.
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Turner Road and Ward Street
The intersection of Turner Road and Ward Street forms
a three-legged, unsignalized intersection with Turner
Road operating freely, and Ward Street as stop
controlled. Ward Street is a two-way, two-lane, local
roadway comprised of abutting residential properties,
and forms the west leg of the intersection. Ward Street
is unstriped with a total roadway width of approximatly
20-feet, and no sidewalks are present at the
instersection. Turner Road consisits of one 10-foot
travel lane and 1-foot shoulder in each direction, and a
4-foot bituminous berm and sidewalk present along the
east side. No croswalks are present at the intersection. A
speed limit of 25 miles per hour is posted on Turner
Road in the vicinity of the intersection, and no speed
limit is posted on Ward Street.

Photo 5: Intersection of Ward Street and Turner Road

Turner Road and Green End Avenue
The intersection of Turner Road with Green End
Avenue forms a three-legged, unsignalized
intersection, with Green End Avenue operating freely
and Turner Road stop controlled. Green End Avenue is
a two-way, two-lane, urban minor arterial roadway,
that forms the east and west legs of the intersection.
Turner Road forms the north leg. Green End Avenue is
comprised predominately of residential land uses, with
scattered commercial properties. At the intersection,
Green End Avenue consists of a 10-foot travel lane and
1-foot shoulders in each direction. In the vicinity of the
intersection, sidewalks are present on both sides of the
roadway along the westbound approach, and on the
south side of the roadway on the eastbound approach.
Photo 6: Intersection of Green End Avenue and Turner Road
A crosswalk is present across the eastern leg of the
intersection on Green End Avenue. The southbound approach of Turner Road consists of a 10-foot travel lane and
1-foot shoulder in each direction, with sidewalk present along the east side of the roadway. A speed limit of 25 miles
per hour is posted on Green End Avenue in the vicinity of the intersection.
Tree and shrub removal was recommended at the northeast quadrant of the intersection to improve sight distance as
a part of a separate study completed for Green End Avenue. Other intersection improvements were also proposed at
this location to deter left turning eastbound vehicles on Green End Avenue from encroaching onto the Turner Road
southbound travel lane.
Data Collection
Crash Data
Crash data for the roadway network in the vicinity of the project was obtained from the Middletown Police
Department for the most recent three-year period from September 2016 through September 2019. The data was used
to determine crash trends and locate areas with potential safety concerns. A summary of the crash data is shown in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Crash Data Summary

Intersection
Turner Road
& East
Main Road
Turner Road
& Green
End Avenue
Turner Road
& Ward
Street
Turner Road
& Wyatt
Road
TOTAL

Total

Injury

Fatality

RearEnd

Angle

Sideswipe
(Same
Direction)

Sideswipe
(Opposite
Direction)

Object

33

5

0

23

4

2

3

1

4

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

41

7

0

27

8

2

3

1

Crashes recorded at the intersection of Turner Road and East Main Road were the most prevalent. In the last three
years, 33 collisions were reported; 23 rear-end collisions, four (4) angle collisions, five (5) sideswipe collisions, and
one (1) collision with an object. Primarily, the accidents reported were rear-end collisions, a common type of
collision at intersections. Five (5) injuries were reported at this intersection and no fatalities. The unusual geometry
of this intersection and heavy traffic volumes on East Main Road contribute to the high rates of rear end collisions.
The intersections of Turner Road at Green End Avenue, Turner Road at Ward Street, and Turner Road at Wyatt
Road had low rates of collisions, less than two collisions per year. At these intersections two (2) injuries and no
fatalities were reported.
Speed Study
In the project kick-off meeting with the Town, officials from the Middletown Police Department stated that
Middletown Police installed a temporary speed recorder for a two-week period on Turner Road in the vicinity of
Ward Avenue. The speed data from the Middletown Police is available in Table 2 below. Pare conducted two
independent speed studies on Wednesday, October 23, 2019 to supplement the available data. Speed data was
recorded along Turner Road between East Main Road and Wyatt Road, and in the vicinity of Ward Street. The results
of the speed studies are show in Table 3 below. The complete sets of data for these speed studies can be found in the
Appendix.
Table 2: Speed Study Results from the Middletown Police

Location

Direction

Posted
Speed

Average
Speed

85th
Percentile

Turner Road
at Ward
Avenue

Northbound

25

34

39

Southbound

25

34

38
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Table 3: Speed Study Results
85th
Percentile

10
Miles
Per
Hour
Pace

% of
vehicles
over
Posted
Speed

Location

Direction

Posted
Speed

Average
Speed

True
Median
(50th
Percentile)

Turner Road 350
feet south of
East Main Road
(Route 138)

Northbound

25

30

30

33

24-33

87

Southbound

25

29

29

33

25-34

77

Northbound

25

27

26

31

23-32

60

Southbound

25

25

26

29

20-29

53

Turner Road at
Ward Street

Traffic Calming Options
Various traffic calming measures were considered for implementation
based on the compiled data. Individual assessments were conducted
for each alternative based on feedback from Town Officials, review of
available traffic speed and volume data, concentrations of vehicular
collisions, and the physical characteristics of the roadway. The traffic
calming measures considered are described below.
Speed Hump and Speed Tables
A speed hump is a raised section of asphalt approximately 12- to 14feet long and 3 to 4 inches high. Speeds humps are typically installed
on lower-speed residential streets in rural areas that are experiencing a
high incidence of speeding and cut-through traffic. Studies have shown
that speed humps have been found to reduce injury crashes by 40 to 50
Photo 7: Typical Speed Hump Installation
percent and speeds by approximately nine miles per hour. Where
curbing is installed, speed humps typically extend to approximately a
foot from each adjacent curb in order to maintain the same drainage patterns along the gutter of the roadway. Speed
humps can also be designed to accommodate emergency vehicle traffic by providing gaps within the hump to minimize
the effect on vehicles response time. These devices are often
referred to as speed cushions and can be staggered throughout
the lane.
A speed hump is commonly confused with a speed bump,
which is also a raised pavement area across a roadway. Speed
bumps are typically found on private roadways and parking
lots and do not tend to exhibit consistent design parameters
from one installation to another. From an operational
standpoint, speed humps and bumps have totally different
impacts on vehicles. Within typical local speed ranges,
vehicles slow to about 20 miles per hour on streets with
properly spaced speed humps. A speed bump causes
significant driver discomfort at typical residential speeds and
generally results in vehicles slowing to 5 miles per hour or less

Photo 8: Typical Speed Table Installation
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at each bump.
Speed tables are yet another configuration of this technique and are essentially flat-topped speed humps. Speed tables
typically have a textured material on the flat section with asphalt or concrete for the approaches. They are commonly
marked as pedestrian crossings and are often referred to as raised crosswalks. Speed tables are typically implemented
with a height of 3 to 3.5 inches with a 10-foot plateau and 6-foot approaches on either side that can be straight or
parabolic in profile. The longer lengths of speed tables provide a gentler ride than speed humps and generally result in
operating speeds ranging from 25 to 30 miles per hour depending on the spacing between speed tables.
Striping is typically installed on both speed humps and speed tables so that the obstructions are visually present to
drivers. The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) provides typical striping layouts for both
techniques and includes advance warning symbols for corridors with a higher rate of speed.
Based on the experience of most agencies and the information received, it is important to
obtain the support of the residents in a neighborhood prior to implementation of any
traffic calming measures, including speed humps or speed tables. Consultation shall
typically include property owners, residents, and business owners with special
consideration to those residents or landowners directly adjacent to the proposed locations.
Other groups such as school districts, nearby hospitals or emergency medical centers,
transit operators, road maintenance workers, snow plow operators, and waste collection
agencies shall also be coordinated with prior to installation.
Police Enforcement (Feedback Signs)
Driver feedback signs and radar speed signs have been proven to effectively slow traffic
down. Although the reduction is typically less than those achieved from physical
measures, the signs do have an effect on drivers traveling at a rate above the posted speed
limit. These signs are commonly implemented in school zone areas and have been
included in many of the Safe Routes to School Programs throughout the State. The signs
are typically mounted with or in close proximity to a speed limit sign. Additional
enforcement also has been determined to increase the signs effectiveness.
Photo 9: Driver Feedback Sign
Speed Reduction Markings
Speed reduction markings are transverse markings that are placed on the
roadway within a lane, along both edges of the lane, in a pattern of progressively
reduced spacing to give drivers the impression that their speed is increasing.
These markings are commonly placed in advance of an unexpectedly severe
horizontal or vertical curve where drivers need to decelerate, and where the
desired reduction speeds have not been achieved by the installation of warning
signs.
Roadway Narrowing
The existing roadway width varies from approximately 19 to 25 feet which
Photo 7: Typical Speed Reduction
Markings
leaves little room for horizontal changes. Curb extensions could be installed in
areas where crossings may be beneficial for pedestrians and could reduce the
width of the roadway to potentially as low as 19 feet. These extensions would reduce the crossing width for pedestrians
and make them more visible to drivers. The width reduction would also limit vehicle speeds making it safer and more
comfortable for pedestrians.
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If there is the potential for the widening of the roadway during the next
paving operation, other devices could also be installed to restrict drivers
throughout the corridor. With the additional width, center islands could
be installed throughout segments of the roadway to divide and narrow
lanes along Turner Road. Raised islands at the centerline of the roadway
typically narrow the width of the road at that location, restricting drivers
and typically reducing speeds. These islands are often signed to slow
traffic flow and can also function as refugee areas for pedestrians at
crosswalks. These features also provide locations for landscaped areas or
street trees.
Another option that can be accomplished with the widening of the
Photo 11: Typical Center Island
roadway is the alteration of the horizontal alignment of the roadway using
chicanes. Chicanes are installed as a series of narrowings or curb extensions that alternate from one side of the street to
the other forming an S-shaped curve. This artificial curve restricts vehicles speeds as drivers navigate along the Sshape. There are several techniques for this installation that typically require the alteration of the curb line or the
allowance of street parking with restrictions that alternate parking from one side of the roadway to the other, creating a
similar pattern as the S-shape. It has been documented that emergency response vehicles do prefer the installation of
chicanes to that of speed humps or other similar devices.
Traffic Calming Recommendations
From the evaluation of the data obtained, Pare’s meeting with the Town, and the desired traffic patterns that the
improvements are aiming to produce, it has been determined that the installation of speed tables at the correct spacing
along the corridor and driver feedback signs would be a viable option for effectively reducing the speeds on Turner
Road. Speed tables provide the largest inconvenience at a low investment and would reduce the 85th percentile speed
from the maximum observed speed of 39 miles per hour to approximately the posted speed of 25 miles per hour in the
areas of concern. The locations of the speed tables have been shown on the attached Traffic Calming Plan (Figure 2)
and a Construction Detail on the attached Traffic Calming Detail 1 (Figure 3) provided within the Appendix depicting
the dimensions recommended for installation. One of the speed tables proposed is recommended to be implemented as
a raised crosswalk in the vicinity of the middle school entrance. This would require minor reconstruction of the existing
sidewalks and ramps at the entrance in order to accommodate the change in grade across the roadway.
Police Enforcement via driver feedback signs may also be implemented at the specified locations within the corridor.
These signs in conjunction with the speed tables will aim to effectively slow cars to the approximate speed limit
throughout the corridor. A Construction Detail depicting the dimensions for installation has been provided on the
attached Traffic Calming Detail 2 (Figure 3).
With the presence of J.H. Gaudet Middle School, measures have been proposed to produce a safe environment for
pedestrian and bike traffic traveling to and from school. Sharrow markings are proposed to be installed on the
northbound and southbound lanes throughout the corridor. These marking are used to alert motorists of higher bicycle
volumes and remind them to share the road while improving the safety of bicyclist traveling along the corridor.
Sharrows will be spaced along the roadway immediately after an intersection and spaced at intervals not greater than
250 feet. “Bicycle warning” signs (W11-1) in combination with “Share the Road” plaques (W16-1P) are recommended
to be placed approximately 100 feet after intersections.
Additionally, it is recommended that the signage throughout the corridor be replaced in accordance with the Manual
on Uniform Traffic (MUTCD) Standards. Sign materials should conform to the current standards. Signage throughout
the corridor should also be adjusted to the mounting height required by MUTCD.
During coordination with the Town, restricting through truck traffic on Turner Road was discussed. This would permit
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trucks to continue making deliveries to homes and businesses on Turner Road but would not allow trucks to use Turner
Road as a cut-through between Green End Avenue and East Main Road. Because Turner Road is a local roadway with
predominantly residential properties, it would be preferred to divert truck traffic to a roadway with characteristics
conducive to larger vehicular traffic. Aquidneck Avenue (Route 138A) to the west, runs parallel to Turner Road and
also connects Green End Avenue to East Main Road. The abutting property uses are predominantly commercial, and
the geometry of the roadway and intersections is more conducive to truck traffic. It is recommended that signage be
installed at the intersections of Turner Road and East Main Road and Turner Road and Green End Avenue to restrict
through truck traffic in an effort to divert traffic to Aquidneck Avenue.
The large radii and alignment of the intersection of Turner Road and East Main Road encourages
vehicles to navigate left turns from East Main Road at excessive rates of speed. Additionally, one
accident was reported as the result of a driver confusing the intersection geometry with a merge
instead of a stop-controlled intersection. Reconfiguring the geometry of the intersection with
striping is a potential short-term improvement to alter the geometry of the intersection into a more
conventional “T” configuration. This would create a smaller radii, requiring vehicles to traverse the Stop Ahead W3-1
intersection at slower rates of speed. The reconfiguration would also relocate the stop bar closer to the intersection and
reduce the angle enhancing sight distance for vehicles exiting Turner Road onto East Main Road. Advanced signage
will also be proposed to warn drivers of the intersection along Turner Road.
Physical geometric changes to the intersection such as removal of pavement and the installation of curbing is a potential
long-term solution to constrict and more effectively delineate vehicular paths through the intersection. This would also
close the adjacent properties driveways and better define vehicular conflicts exiting the businesses adjacent to this
intersection. Improvements to the intersection will require coordination with RIDOT and the submission of a Physical
Alteration Permit Application.
Three (3) accidents reported were the result of drivers entering or exiting the Fast Gas gas station, situated on the
northwest corner of the intersection of Turner Road and East Main Road. Fast Gas and Tom’s Service, both located at
753 East Main Road, have no distinct driveways onto Turner Road. This combined with the lack of delineation along
the edge of roadway leads to driver confusion and additional vehicular conflicts. The possible addition of striping and
curbing would create a defined driveway for Fast Gas and Tom’s Service, better defining vehicular conflicts exiting
the businesses.
Opinion of Probable Cost for Recommended Alternatives
The following is a summary of the opinion of probable costs for the potential improvements identified above. Costs
are estimated based on the best available information. Additional costs for mobilization, temporary traffic control, and
other project general conditions may be assumed dependent on phasing or the method of procurement.
Potential Short-Term Improvements

Quantity

Units

Unit Price

Cost

Warning and Regulatory Signage

176

SF

$35.00/SF

$6,160.00

Speed Table/Raised Crosswalk

2

EA

$9,000.00/EA

$18,000.00

Shared Lane Markings

30

EA

$200/EA

$6,000.00

Restriping of Intersection

1500

LF

$3.00/ LF

$4,500.00

Driver Feedback Sign

2

EA

$8,000/EA

$16,000.00

Contingency (25%)

$12,665.00
TOTAL (SAY)= $63,325.00
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Potential Long-Term Improvements

Quantity

Units

Unit Price

Cost

Installation of Concrete Curbing at the
Intersection of Turner Road at East Main
Road

225

LF

$75.00/LF

$16,875

Contingency (25%)

$4,220
TOTAL (SAY)= $21,100.00

Upon approval of the recommendations represented within the report, public information meetings will be held to
present the proposed alternatives to the residents along the roadway for public comment. Public input is an important
component of this assessment process and recommendations will be refined based on the information received
through the public information meetings.
We are available to discuss this report with you at your convenience. Please feel free to contact us if you have any
questions or need additional information.
Sincerely,

Robert Sykes, P.E.
Project Engineer
Enclosures
RJS/ JPS/ KKF
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Figure 2
Traffic Calming Plan
Turner Road
Middletown, Rhode Island

Leading edge of
speed table

DETAIL
ALL TRAFFIC - DRIVER FEEDBACK SIGNS
NOTES
1. SIGN SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL TRAFFIC SPECIFICATIONS
2. SIGN SHALL BE POST MOUNTED AND HAVE SOLAR POWER
3. SIGN MODEL AND SIZE SHALL BE COORDINATED WITH THE TOWN.
4. MOUNTING HEIGHT AND ROADWAY OFFSET SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MUTCD.

DETAIL
SPEED TABLE ADVANCE WARNING MARKINGS

DETAIL
SPEED TABLE
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Figure 2
Traffic Calming Details 1
Turner Road
Middletown, Rhode Island

Supplemental Information
RI STARS
(Turner Road and East Main Road Intersection)

Pare Corporation

Figure 3-20

Suggested Recommendations at the East Main Road at Turner Road Intersection

Near-Term
-

Realign Turner Road approach to 90 degree
intersection though striping/delineators
Relocate STOP BAR closer to intersection

Intermediate-Term
-

Realign Turner Road approach to 90 degree
intersection though curbing.

Near-Term
- Provide advance signage for
vehicles traveling on East
Main Road to warn about
the horizontal curve and
skewed intersection

Near-Term
- Provide advance signage for
vehicles traveling on East
Main Road to warn about
the horizontal curve and
skewed intersection

Near-Term
-

Delineate access point though striping/tubular
delineators

-

Intermediate-Term
-

Source: Google Earth

\\vhb\proj\Providence\72315.01\reports\FINAL
REPORT\RISTARS_Report_FINAL1117.docx
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Delineate access point though curbing.

